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ABSTRACT
We have observed [Ne II] 12.814 km line emission from two well-studied ultracompact H II regions,

G29.96[0.02 and W51d, and obtained its spatially resolved line images. Spatial distributions of the line
emission were compared with the VLA 15 GHz continuum maps to derive the Ne` abundance, which
puts strong constraint on the e†ective temperature or the spectral type of the ionizing star(s). We show
that the total neon abundance of G29.96[0.02 is close to the local interstellar abundance of neon, and
the dominant species of neon is Ne` over the whole H II region. When the ionic ratio derived from
observed Ñuxes of [Ne III] 36.0 km and [Ne II] 12.8 km is compared with a theoretical calculation based
on the recent model of non-LTE stellar atmosphere, it implies that the ionizing star(s) have an e†ective
temperature of D34,000 K or spectral type of O9.5 in the main sequence. On the other hand, the derived
Ne` abundance of W51d is signiÐcantly lower than the local interstellar abundance of neon. In addition,
we found the Ne` abundance decreases remarkably toward the center of W51d. These results suggest
that the dominant species of neon would be Ne`` in W51d, and the ionizing star(s) has signiÐcantly
high e†ective temperature (D39,000 K). Alternatively, the [Ne II] line could su†er from enormous extinc-
tion due to dust associated with this ultracompact H II region.
Subject headings : H II regions È infrared : ISM: lines and bands È ISM: abundances È

ISM: individual (G29.96[0.02, W51d)

1. INTRODUCTION

Newly formed massive stars deeply embedded in natal
molecular clouds are often accompanied with the ultracom-
pact (UC) H II regions, which are very small (d ¹ 1017 cm)
and dense cm~3) ionized regions. UC H II regions(n

e
º 104

are also known as luminous far-infrared (FIR) sources,
which indicates the existence of a large amount of dust in
and around the UC H II regions. showedChurchwell (1990)
that the UC H II regions typically appear in a tightly con-
Ðned region of the FIR color-color diagram based on the
Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) FIR band Ñuxes and
selected 1717 UC H II region candidates in the Galaxy from
the IRAS Point Source Catalog. If all of these candidates
are truly young O-type stars embedded in molecular clouds,
more than 10% of massive stars in the Galaxy must exist in
UC H II regions. Massive stars are not only the dominant
sources of total bolometric luminosity of star-forming
regions, but also have numerous e†ects on their environ-
ment. For instance, propagation of shock waves produced
by expansion of H II regions triggers further star formation
in neighboring molecular clouds. Therefore, the studies of
UC H II regions are very important for revealing the mecha-
nism of massive-star formation and the e†ects on their
environment as well. In particular, the spectral type of
central ionizing star(s) and metal abundance in UC H II

regions would be quite valuable information to answer
these interesting subjects.

The [Ne II] 12.814 km line emission from(2P1@2 ] 2P3@2)singly ionized neon is known as one of the best tools to

1 Present address : The Institute of Space and Astronautical Science,
3-1-1 Yoshinodai, Sagamihara, Kanagawa 229-8510, Japan.

diagnose the physical properties of thermal ionized gas. The
Ðrst ionization potential of neon (21.56 eV) is higher than
that of hydrogen, and thus the line is a good tracer of hotter
massive stars. Moreover, the line is easily accessible from
the ground-based telescope through the 10 km atmospheric
window, and mid-infrared photons su†er from less extinc-
tion by dust grains et al. so(A12.8/AV

D 0.04 ; Becklin 1978),
the [Ne II] line is a good probe of dusty H II regions that are
opaque for optical and near-infrared lines.

Observations of the [Ne II] line from UC H II regions
have been done since the 1970s with relatively large beam
size (D20A). However, the typical size of UC H II regions are
much smaller than this, so the previous observations could
not spatially resolve the [Ne II] emitting regions. This
would cause some uncertainty in deriving physical proper-
ties. That is, the accurate derivation of the Ne` abundance
needs the size of the emitting regions of both the [Ne II] line
and the radio free-free emission. In the present work, we
attempt to observe the [Ne II] emission line from the UC
H II regions with much higher angular resolution than that
of the previous observations using the Mid-Infrared Fabry-
Perot Imager (MIRFI), recently developed at Nagoya Uni-
versity et al. Thus, in combination with high(Watarai 1996).
angular resolution images of radio continuum Ñux taken by
the Very Large Array (VLA), observation with MIRFI pro-
vides us with the accurate measurements of Ne` abundance
and its spatial distribution in the UC H II regions. We
observed two well-studied UC H II regions, G29.96[0.02
and W51d, in this work. Both sources are observed at 15
GHz with VLA with an angular resolution of 0A.41 (Wood
& Churchwell hereafter WC).1989 ;

G29.96[0.02 is one of the best studied UC H II regions
and is classiÐed as ““ cometary ÏÏ by An unusual arclikeWC.
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structure seen in the radio image strongly characterizes this
system. Although the distance d of G29.96[0.02 is uncer-
tain within the range of between d \ 5 and 10 kpc (Burton

we adopt d \ 7.4 kpc following Walms-1988), Churchwell,
ley, & Cesaroni in this paper. At this distance, the(1990)
FIR luminosity measured by IRAS amounts to 106 L

_
,

which is equivalent to bolometric luminosity of an O4 zero-
age main sequence (ZAMS) star & Churchwell(Wood

whereas the observed radio continuum Ñux implies1991),
an O5.5 ZAMS star if a single star is responsible for ioniza-
tion of G29.96[0.02 UC H II region (WC).

W51d is the most luminous region in the famous giant
H II region W51 complex (d \ 7.5 kpc) and is also morpho-
logically classiÐed as a ““ cometary ÏÏ UC H II region by WC.
Total FIR luminosity is estimated to be 3 ] 106 L

_& Tokunaga which is a factor of 3 brighter(Erickson 1980),
than an O4 ZAMS star, whereas an O5.5 star is predicted
from radio observation under assumption of a single
ionized star in W51d (WC).

In this paper, we present the [Ne II] observations of
G29.96[0.02 and W51d, derive the Ne` abundance, and
then discuss the spectral type of the ionizing star(s). In ° 2,
we describe the observations and the results. We show the
procedure to derive the physical parameters and the ionic
abundance from the [Ne II] line and the radio Ñuxes in ° 3,
and we discuss the nature of each source in We give a° 4.
summary of this work in ° 5.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

Both G29.96[0.02 and W51d were observed with the 2.3
m infrared telescope of Wyoming Infrared Observatory
(WIRO) on the night of 1997 March 17. The observations
were made with MIRFI installed in its Cassegrain focus.
MIRFI produces the [Ne II] emission images with spectral
resolving power of RD 1500 (200 km s~1) over a 5] 5
pixel Si :P photoconductor array, which has a plate scale of

pixel~1 pixel Ðeld of view and blank2A.1 (1A.7 ] 1A.7 0A.4
between pixels) and a 10A ] 10A Ðeld of view. The Fabry-
Perot spectrometer scans over j in 16 steps, and each step
corresponds to 47 km s~1 in velocity Ðeld. Spectral data of
20 wavelength scans were obtained in a 256 s observing
time with sky chopping. Thus, the on-source integration
time per spectral step was 8 s. The chopper throw was 40A in
the east-west direction. The telescope was pointed at the
radio peaks shown by R.A. andWC: (1950)\ 18h43m27s.1
decl. for G29.96[0.02, and R.A.(1950)\ [02¡42@36A.5

and decl. for(1950)\ 19h21m22s.3 (1950)\ 14¡25@15A.2
W51d.

MIRFI also has a near-infrared (H band) photometric
channel that makes object acquisition easier. We choose
infrared bright SAO stars for the o†set guide with the
H-band channel, and the displacements of a few degrees
from the guide stars to the sources would be performed to
within ^1A. Once the object is acquired, telescope tracking
error is negligible in the 256 s observing time.

The observed [Ne II] emission proÐles of the sources are
shown in and Figures and show the posi-Figure 1, 2a 2b
tions of the Ðeld of views of the central detector pixel where
the spectra shown in were obtained. The overlaidFigure 1
contours are VLA 15 GHz maps measured by WC.

For wavelength calibration, two bright sky emission fea-
tures at 12.832 km and 12.870 km that were clearly seen in
the sky spectra were used, and the absolute wavelength
accuracy is about ^0.002 km. The absolute Ñux of lines

FIG. 1.ÈObserved [Ne II] 12.814 km emission proÐles of (a)
G29.96[0.02 and (b) W51d at their center positions that are shown in Fig.

Since the lines are unresolved due to the moderate wavelength resolution2.
(RD 1500) of MIRFI, the spectra are Ðtted with a Lorentzian function
(Fabry-Perot transmission proÐle ; thin solid curves). Any continuum emis-
sion is not observed in the spectra.

were calibrated by the mid-infrared bright stars a Ori, s
Cyg, and a Boo. The Ñux densities at 12.8 km of these stars
are estimated as 2820 Jy, 850 Jy, and 420 Jy, respectively,
with a typical uncertainty of 5%. These Ñuxes were taken
from IRAS low-resolution spectrometer (LRS) spectra for a
Ori and a Boo, and the s Cyg Ñux was taken from the
mid-infrared spectra measured by Low, & SteinGillett,

We estimate that the uncertainty in the absolute line(1968).
Ñux is about ^20% including an additional error that
occurred in line-Ðtting procedure.

Figures and show the [Ne II] images of3a 3b
G29.96[0.02 and W51d superposed on 15 GHz map,
respectively. We have obtained images at six raster points
around the G29.96[0.02 center, and the Ðnal image is
obtained by their combination smoothed by a 2A FWHM
Gaussian proÐle. On the other hand, the W51d image is
taken at only one raster position. shows all theFigure 3b
pixels that detect the [Ne II] emission among the 5 ] 5
pixels.

The observed [Ne II] Ñux of the center pixel (labeled
peak ; region) and the total Ñux are summarized1A.7 ] 1A.7
in To obtain the total value, the Ñux is integratedTable 1.
over the image for G29.96[0.02, and all pixels are summed
for W51d. In the case of W51d, we estimated the Ñux missed
in gaps between the pixels by averaging the value of neigh-
boring pixels.

The observed [Ne II] line Ñux should be corrected for the
extinction toward the sources. Recently, et al.Watson

determined the extinction at the wavelength of the(1997)
Brc line (2.166 km) toward G29.96[0.06 in comparison
between the radio continuum Ñux and the Brc Ñux.
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FIG. 2.ÈPosition of the central pixel of MIRFI (box) is shown on the 15
GHz VLA map taken by Peak radio Ñuxes are (a) 63.3 mJy (G29.96-WC.
0.02) and (b) 300.3 mJy (W51d), and the contour intervals are same as Fig.
13a and 27b of respectively. Size of the box represents the pixel scaleWC,
in the sky and the position accuracy of the [Ne II] observation(1A.7 ] 1A.7),
is about ^1A for both sources.

Although they reported nonuniform extinction in
G29.96[0.02, its variation is not signiÐcantly large (¹0.8
mag). So, we use the value that is averaged over the whole
H II region as mag (corresponds toABrc \ 2.20 A

V
\ 17.6 ;

Clayton, & Mathis and the optical depth atCardelli, 1989,
12.8 km of In the case of W51d, we do not yetq12.8 \ 0.6).
know an accurate extinction value. & Wynn-Goldader
Williams observed a large area of the W51 H II(1994)
region and determined the general visual extinction toward
W51 region as mag based on J, H, K, and radioA

V
\ 20

observations. The extinction toward W51d is determined to
be mag. However, as they mentioned, additionalA

V
D 17

emission sources (e.g., hot dust, faint stars) may be present
in the near-infrared, which leads to an underestimate of the
extinction. Here we assume mag toward W51d, butA

V
D 20

the extinction correction is not signiÐcantly large at 12.8
km, and thus this assumption does not severely a†ect the
following discussion. The extinction-corrected [Ne II] Ñuxes
are also shown in the Table 1.

A [Ne II] map of G29.96[0.02 was, at Ðrst, obtained by
Beck, & Geballe hereafter LBG) with a 6ALacy, (1982;

beam. They reported that the [Ne II] total Ñux is
8.4] 10~17 W cm~2, when integrated over the map (D30A
diameter). As pointed out by the peak position ofWC,

map was D50A southeast of the radio peak,LBGÏs WCÏs
and we could not Ðnd any [Ne II] sources at posi-LBGÏs
tion. We ascribe our [Ne II] source to source fromLBGÏs
two pieces of observational evidence. First, [Ne II]LBGÏs
Ñuxes are in good agreement with ours, considering the
di†erence of spatial coverage. Second, extended distribu-
tions toward the northeast direction clearly seen in Figure

are quite consistent with [Ne II] map (see their3a LBGÏs
Fig. 8). This feature is also visible in the 15 GHz radio map.

On the other hand, detection of [Ne II] emission from
W51d has not been published. Although the mid-infrared
observation of W51d was once done by et al.Gillett (1975),
they obtained only an upper limit of 32 ] 10~18 W cm~2
that is a factor of 2 higher than the total [Ne II] Ñux shown
in Table 1.

3. PHYSICAL PARAMETERS AND Ne` ABUNDANCE

In this section, using the observed [Ne II] Ñux and the
radio continuum Ñux, we derive the physical parameters
and ionic abundance ratio with respect to H` (Ne`/H`) for
each source. The radio Ñuxes (mJy) over the two di†erentSlintegration areas were calculated directly from 15 GHz
radio images obtained by The peak radio Ñux isWC.
obtained by integrating over an area of the MIRFI pixel

TABLE 1

OBSERVED AND EXTINCTION-CORRECTED LINE FLUXES

OBSERVED (10~18 W cm~2) CORRECTED (10~18 W cm~2)

SOURCE Peaka Totala Peak Total

G29.96[0.02 . . . . . . 5.6 ^ 1.1 64.0^ 12.8 10.2 ^ 2.0 116 ^ 23
W51d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.8^ 0.6 18.0^ 3.6 5.5 ^ 1.1 36^ 7.2

a Peak refers to the Ñux in a area (1 pixel of MIRFI) at the [Ne II] emission1A.7 ] 1A.7
peak, and total means integrated Ñux over the whole area observed by MIRFI.
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FIG. 3.È[Ne II] images superposed on 15 GHz radio contour maps
from (a) G29.96[0.02 ; (b) W51d. The blanks shown in the W51dFig. 2.
image are due to the gap (50 between detector pixels.km \ 0A.4)

where the peak [Ne II] Ñux was observed, whereas the total
is obtained from whole area where [Ne II] emission was
detected. The calculated radio Ñuxes as well as the solid
angle (sr) of both areas are shown in)

b
Table 2.

From the radio Ñux calculated above, we derive theSlphysical parameters such as brightness temperature, andT
b
,

the radio optical depth of the free-free continuum emission
over an observed using the formulae given byql, )

b
, WC.

is calculated under the Rayleigh-Jeans approximationT
b

by

T
b
\ Sl 10~29c2

2l2k)
b

, (1)

and then In the following calculations,ql \ [ln (1[ T
b
/T

e
).

we use a di†erent electron temperature for each source.T
eWe refer K for G29.96[0.02 et al.T

e
\ 6000 (Watson 1997)

and 7700 K for W51d which is assumed(Mehringer 1994),
uniform over the source.

The emission measure (EM) is derived from by meansqlof the formula of the free-free continuum emission as

EM (cm~6 pc)\ ql
8.235] 10~2a(l, T

e
)T

e
~1.35lGHz~2.1 , (2)

where a correction factor, a(l, is 0.95 and 0.97 at eachT
e
),

electron temperature for G29.96[0.02 and W51d, respec-
tively & Henderson Over the range of(Mezger 1967). T

econcern in our H II regions (5000È8000 K), the uncertainty
in is negligible in the derivation of EM.T

eThe [Ne II] line Ñux is expressed as,

F*Ne II+(W cm~2) \ 4.2] 10~14)
b
Kc
A104

T
e

B1@2

] e~hc@jkTe
P n

c
n
e
] n

c

n
p

n
e

n
e
2 dl (3)

Here K is the line strength factor, c(Petrosian 1970 ; LBG).
is the number abundance of the ion (c\ Ne`/H` 104), isn

eelectron number density, and is the critical density for then
cexcitation of the [Ne II] line. For the radio peak of W51d,

derived cm~3, which is comparableWC n
e
\ 2.0] 105

with the critical density of [Ne II] cm~3).(n
c
\ 3.6] 105

This value, however, is applicable to quite a small area
compared to a MIRFI pixel, and(0A.41 ] 0A.41)

G29.96[0.02 shows sufficiently low even at the radion
epeak. So, we assume for both sources, andn

c
/(n

e
] n

c
) \ 1

then the integration term in corresponds toequation (3)
EM given by At each the Boltzmannequation (2).2 T

e
,

factor, and 0.86 for G29.96[0.02 and W51,e~hc@jkTe \ 0.83
respectively. The line strength factor is km/K \ ()21/g1)(10
j) \ 0.055, where the collision strength )21\ 0.28 (Saraph
& Tully and is the statistical weight of1994) g1\ 2J1 ] 1
the lower level Combining equations and(J1\ 3/2). (2) (3),
the ionic abundance of singly ionized neon is expressed as

Ne`
H`

\ F*Ne II+(W cm~2)
2.5 or 2.3] 10~11)

b
EM

, (4)

where the factors 2.5 and 2.3 are for G29.96[0.02 and for
W51d, respectively. Using these formulae and the
extinction-corrected [Ne II] Ñuxes shown in weTable 1,
derived all physical parameters and Ne`/H` at the [Ne II]
peak and the rest of the observed regions. The results are
given in Table 2.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. G29.96[0.02
Some authors have reported the Ne` abundance (Ne`/

H`) of G29.96[0.02, and they all showed the over-
abundance of neon in this UC H II region. For example,

2 The relationship is assumed & Rubinn
p
/n

e
\ 0.95 (Simpson 1990).
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TABLE 2

PHYSICAL PARAMETERS AND IONIC ABUNDANCENe`

15 GHz Flux )
b

T
b

EM Ne`/H`
Source (mJy) (]10~11 sr) (K) ql (107 cm~6 pc) (]10~5)

Peak

G29.96[0.02 . . . . . . 550 6.8 1170 0.22 10 5.9
W51d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2350 6.8 5010 1.05 68 0.5

Total

29.96[0.02 . . . . . . . . 4160 260 230 0.04 1.9 9.6
W51d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11880 71 2430 0.38 25 0.9

& Pipher and et al. derivedSoifer (1975) Herter (1981)
Ne`/H` of 1.1[ 2.7] 10~4 when they adopt the optical
depth of and reported moderate over-q12.8 \ 0È0.91, LBG
abundance of neon even without the extinction correction.

et al. also derived 2.4] 10~4 using theSimpson (1995)
[Ne II] Ñux obtained by The Ne`/H` derived hereLBG.
(0.6È1 ] 10~4 with is much smaller than any ofq12.8\ 0.6)
these previous results even if we correct the di†erence of
extinction. The most probable reason for this discrepancy is
di†erences in the radio Ñux used for derivation of the
abundance. & Pipher et al. andSoifer (1975), Herter (1981),

used a 10 GHz radio Ñux of 2.9 Jy obtained byLBG Felli,
Tofani, & DÏAddario This value was, however, mea-(1974).
sured with quite a large beam (16A ] 250A), and the previous
[Ne II] observations were also made with relatively large
beams (6A and 22A). Therefore, unless the radio-emitting
region spatially matches to the [Ne II] line emitting region,
the uncertainty is unavoidable. In addition, the radio Ñux of

et al. is signiÐcantly low compared with the ÑuxFelli (1974)
used here (4.2 Jy at 15 GHz) in spite of its large beam size. In
the case of et al. they used a 5 GHz Ñux ofSimpson (1995),
3.74 Jy, which was estimated from 43.3 GHz data (e.g.,

& Rubin As they mentioned, their Ne`/H`Simpson 1990).
have a large uncertainty introduced by the di†erence of the
beam size used in the [Ne II] and the radio observations.
On the other hand, our [Ne II] observation was made with
high angular resolution comparable with that of the radio
VLA map, and the radio Ñux used here is carefully obtained
by integrating over the [Ne II] emitting region and is in
good agreement with the 15 GHz radio Ñux of 4.6 Jy inte-
grated over about 15A ] 20A region et al.(Watson 1997),
which is slightly larger than our total area. Thus, we think
our study obtains a more reliable measure of the [Ne II]
abundance.

The Ne` abundance derived from the total Ñux is as large
as the local interstellar abundance of neon (e.g., the Orion
Nebula : Ne/H\ 8.1] 10~5 ; et al. However,Rubin 1991).
since the dominant species of neon would be Ne`` if the
ionizing star is a relatively early O type, it is necessary to
know the Ne`` abundance in order to derive the accurate
total abundance of neon in G29.96[0.02. et al.Simpson

observed the [Ne III] 36.0 km emission using the(1995)
Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO) and obtained a line
Ñux of 3.3] 10~18 W cm~2 with a 40A aperture.

In order to determine the Ne`` abundance from the
[Ne III] 36.0 km Ñux, we need to know the size of the
[Ne III] line emitting region. Here, we tentatively assume
that the [Ne III] lines are emitted from the same region as
that of the [Ne II] line. If the size of the [Ne III] emitting
region is much smaller than this, the Ne`` abundance

derived here gives a lower bound. We derived Ne``/
H`^ 0.7] 10~5 using the [Ne III] Ñux under the low
electron-density limit, and then the total neon abundance
Ne/H is up to 1.0] 10~4 by summing Ne`/H` and
Ne``/H` since there would be little neutral neon in the H
II region. We therefore conclude that the total abundance of
neon is close to the local interstellar abundance of neon,
and that the dominant species of neon is Ne` ([90%). The
abundance enhancement of heavy elements such as nitro-
gen, oxygen, sulfur, etc. has been proposed by many authors
(e.g., et al. Churchwell, & WernerSimpson 1995 ; AfÑerbach,

which sounds reasonable from the location of1997),
G29.96[0.02 in the Galaxy (Galactocentric radius, R

G
D

kpc ; et al. As far as the neon abundance4.4 Simpson 1995).
is concerned, there is no sign of large enhancement in
G29.96[0.02, but our result is not far from the Galactic
abundance gradientÏs line of neon, proposed by etSimpson
al. (1995).

compares the spatial distribution of the [Ne II]Figure 4
emission and that of the radio continuum emission over the
east-west cut of the H II region crossing the peak. Both
distributions are remarkably well matched over the whole
H II region, which means that the Ne` abundance is spa-
tially uniform since the [Ne II] and the radio Ñuxes are both
proportional to EM in the range of inferred physical condi-
tions. Thus, we may conclude that the Ne`` region is very
small compared with the Ne` region, which is consistent
with the discussion above : Ne`/Ne``D 10 derived by the
[Ne II] and [Ne III] Ñuxes.

The ratio of Ne` and Ne`` is quite useful to constrain

FIG. 4.ÈEast-west cut of the [Ne II] image crossing the G29.96[0.02
peak. The Ðlled circles are the [Ne II] Ñux and the dashed line represents
spatial variation of the 15 GHz radio free-free emission obtained by WC.
Both Ñuxes are normalized by the peak values, and the radio Ñux is
smoothed by the MIRFI beam proÐle to match the spatial resolution with
that of the [Ne II] observation (D2A). The horizontal axis is the distance
from the radio peak in arcseconds, and the horizontal bar at the lower
right corner represents the actual scale at the distance of 7.4 kpc.
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the e†ective temperature of the ionizing star(s) in the(Teff)H II region, since the lines originate from the same element
but belong to di†erent ionization stages. To do this, we
should utilize a reliable model of the stellar atmosphere.
The popular Kurucz model atmosphere (e.g., Kurucz 1979,

which assumes a plane-parallel and hydrostatic1991),
photosphere in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE),
however, could not explain very strong [Ne III] 36.0 km
emission found in many H II regions et al.(Sellmaier 1996,
and references therein). Recently, Schaerer et al. (1996a,

proposed the COSTAR model that treats the stellar1996b)
winds, non-LTE e†ects, and line blanketing, and Stasin� ska
& Schaerer successfully explained the observed(1997)
[Ne III] Ñux by using this model. Therefore, here we esti-
mate the of central ionizing star(s) in G29.96[0.02Teffreferring to the grid calculations of the line Ñux ratio by

& Schaerer The comparison of theirStasin� ska (1997).3
model prediction under the conditions of solar abundance
and hydrogen density of 1] 104 cm~3 with our result of
the ionic ratio Ne`/Ne`` implies that the e†ective tem-
perature of the ionizing star(s) of G29.96[0.02 should be
relatively cool K), since hotter star emits suffi-(Teff D 34,000
ciently high energy UV photons to form Ne`` (hlº 41
eV). If we assumed the ionizing source is a main-sequence
star, K corresponds to spectral type of O9.5Teff D 34,000

& de Koter The problem, however, is that(Schaerer 1997).
we need about 12] O9.5 stars to explain the huge FIR
luminosity of G29.96[0.02. et al. identiÐed aWatson (1997)
candidate ionizing star in their near-infrared image and
showed that it should be a single star or a closed binary
system, so the existence of dozen of O stars would be
unrealistic. One possibility is that the ionizing source may
be an evolved early-type O star (º106 yr) from ZAMS that
keeps large bolometric luminosities, whereas it is cooler
than ZAMS. More recently, another attempt to determine
the spectral type has been made by & HansonWatson

They obtained directly the near-infrared spectrum of(1997).
the photosphere of the ionizing star(s) and determined the
stellar spectral type to be O5 to O7 or possibly O8 (Teff \K), which is much hotter than our estimate.46,000È38,500
If this discrepancy is real, some physical process to soften
the ionizing photons (e.g., dust extinction) would be needed
in the H II region, or the stellar model atmosphere should be
modiÐed still more.

4.2. W 51d
The Ne` abundance of W51d has been reported only by

et al. as an upper limit of Ne`/H`¹ 1.3ÈGillett (1975)
2.5] 10~5 using the 10 GHz radio Ñux of 14.7 Jy obtained
by et al. Therefore, we have Ðrst derived reliableFelli (1974).
Ne` abundance in this UC H II region. The Ne` abundance
derived here is quite small compared with G29.96[0.02
(about an order of magnitude smaller than the local inter-
stellar abundance). This is easily seen from the fact that the
total [Ne II] Ñux of W51d is much fainter, whereas the radio
Ñux is a factor of 3 brighter than that of G29.96[0.02.

shows comparison of spatial distributions of theFigure 5
[Ne II] Ñux and the 15 GHz radio Ñux. Since the [Ne II]
distribution is almost symmetrical around the peak and the
radio Ñux smoothed with the MIRFI beam proÐle is also
symmetrical, all data points with appreciable [Ne II] emis-
sion are shown as a function of distance from the center. In

3 The results of photoionization model calculations we are using here
are accessible by anonymous ftp (see & SchaererStasin� ska 1997).

FIG. 5.ÈRadial proÐle of the 15 GHz radio free-free emission
smoothed by the MIRFI beam and the [Ne II] emission around W51d.
Meaning of the symbols and lines is the same as that of TheFig. 4.
horizontal axis is the distance from the radio peak in arcseconds.

contrast to G29.96[0.02, the radio Ñux decreases more
steeply than the [Ne II] Ñux does, as a function of radius.

These facts indicate that the majority of Ne` would be
ionized to Ne`` in W51d, since neon should not remain
neutral due to the presence of enormous ionizing Ñux
inferred from the observed FIR and radio luminosities.
Although we cannot derive the total neon abundance of
W51d due to the lack of the [Ne III] line data, it is note-
worthy that the relative abundance of Ne` is only 10% of
the local interstellar abundance of neon. Thus, the spectral
type of the ionizing star(s) must be earlier than that of
G29.96[0.02, that is, the e†ective temperature should be
sufficiently higher than 34,000 K. If the local interstellar
abundance of neon is assumed for W51d, the ionic ratio
Ne`/Ne`` decreases to D0.1. According to the model cal-
culations of & Schaerer this ratio means toStasin� ska (1997),
the of an ionizing star in W51d would be D39,000 K,Teffand in that case [Ne III] 15.6 (or 36.0) km line would be
D20 (or 2) times stronger than [Ne II] 12.8 km. The results
of observations with the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO)
will soon conÐrm this prediction.

Alternatively, the relatively weak [Ne II] Ñux could be
explained by the existence of enormous internal extinction
for [Ne II] photons, which also leads to the weak [Ne II]
Ñux toward the center. We estimated the intrinsic [Ne II]
Ñux using the foreground extinction obtained from near-
infrared observations (see However, continuum obser-° 2).
vation of W51 complex at 400 km implies the 12.8 km
optical depth is about 3 at W51d positionq12.8 (Ja†e,
Becklin, & Hildebrand If this exists as a foreground1984).
screen, no mid-infrared photons from the inner H II region
are observed, so such a high optical depth is ruled out.
Moreover, the dust screen is also excluded by the clear
detection of the near-infrared hydrogen recombination lines
of Brc emission & Wynn-Williams Thus, a(Goldader 1994).
complicated structure, such as a combination of a fore-
ground screen and/or patchy distributions of dust, is
required to explain the observed line strength and its spatial
distribution solely by dust extinction. An imaging obser-
vation of Brc line with high angular resolution, in compari-
son with the radio free-free continuum image, would be an
approach to reveal the structure of dust extinction toward
the ionized gas in W51d.

5. SUMMARY

We have made observations of the [Ne II] 12.814 km line
from two well-studied UC H II regions, G29.96[0.02 and
W51d, and successfully obtained the Ðrst high angular
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resolution images of the [Ne II] line. Our results are sum-
marized as follows.

1. The derived value of Ne`/H` is much lower than the
previous results for G29.96[0.02. The previous results
would have large uncertainty introduced by the di†erence
of the beam size used in the [Ne II] and the radio obser-
vations. The value presented here is derived from the high-
resolution [Ne II] and radio images, and hence it is more
reliable.

2. The derived total neon abundance (Ne/H) of
G29.96[0.02 is 1.0] 10~4, which is close to the local inter-
stellar abundance. The fraction of Ne` is calculated to be
about 90%; thus, the dominant species of neon is Ne` in
G29.96[0.02. The ionic ratio Ne`/Ne`` also implies the
spectral type of ionizing star(s) in G29.96[0.02 would be
O9.5 main sequence or its e†ective temperature is D34,000
K as computed from a recent model of non-LTE stellar
atmosphere.

3. The [Ne II] emitting region is resolved by D2A angular
resolution. As for G29.96[0.02, comparison with the
spatial distribution of the radio free-free emission shows
that the Ne` abundance is almost uniform over the whole
H II region. This supports the second conclusion, that the
majority of Ne` ion is not ionized to Ne``.

4. The Ðrst reliable detection of the [Ne II] emission line
from W51d with high angular resolution was made. The

[Ne II] Ñux from W51d is relatively weak in spite of its
strong radio Ñux, which leads to quite a low Ne` abun-
dance in this UC H II region. Furthermore, the radial dis-
tribution of the [Ne II] Ñux is less steep than that of the
radio Ñux, indicating the Ne` abundance strongly decreases
toward the center. These results imply that the ionizing
star(s) in W51d must be earlier than that of G29.96[0.02
and can ionize most of Ne` ions to Ne`` K),(Teff º 39,000
although the presence of enormous intrinsic dust extinction
is not excluded.
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